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A Nonlinear Macromodel of Operational
Amplifiers in the F requency Domain
EDGAR

SANCHEZ-SINENCIO,

MEMBER, IEEE,

Absmzct-A nonlinear macromodel for Megrated circoit operational
amplifiers has been develuped for frequency-domain analysis. lie main
difference between this macromodel and those previously reported in the
ikerature is that this model considers the iofhence of frequency and
amplitude on the transfer function of the operational amplifier. l%e
macromodel also includes the slew-rate effect on the open-loop frequency
response and output-voltage distortion computed from the Fourier
coefficients. The benefits of tbe developed macromodel are demonstrated
by several examples, showing that the simulation is in goad agreement with
tbe experimental results. One important application of this macromodel is
suggated to be in tbe computation of the dynamic range of active filters.

I.

INTRODUCTION

,T

HE INTEGRATED
CIRCUIT operational amplifier
(OA) is the most popular and widely used of all linear
circuits in the design and construction of equipment.
When designing with OA’s, the performance of these
amplifiers is frequently assumed to be ideal. In many
cases this assumption is not reasonable and the predicted
performance differs substantially :from reality. For instance, if an OA is overdriven by a large input signal, the
output signal is distorted and is limited to a maximum
rate of change called the slew rate. Under these circumstances, an improved analysis of real OA’s is very necessary when designing electronic circuits containing OA’s.
However, if the OA is modeled on the device level, the
conventional network analysis pro,grams require a large
memory, an efficient solution technique, and a high CPU
time, with a consequent high cost. This paper presents a
solution to this problem by using a reduced complex
network topology which models the terminal performance
by a comparatively smaller number of network elements.
This model, termed a macromodel, results in a reduction
in cost, required memory, and requiied CPU time.
There are two basic approaches for macromodeling.
One approach consists of successively simplifying the
circuitry of the OA and substituting the circuitry by
simpler circuits with ideal elements. The other approach,
called “buildup,” consists in proposing a circuit configuration meeting certain external circuit
specifications,
without necessarily resembling the original circuitry.
Several OA macromodels have been developed and
reported in the literature [ l]-[5]. Bo:yle et al. [3] presented
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a macromodel obtained by using a combination of the
two techniques mentioned before. Weil and McNamee [l]
developed a simple macromodel obtained by using the
“buildup” technique. These two macromodels are quite
adequate for transient analysis, although not sufficiently
complete for many important
applications
in the
frequency domain. The objective of developing the macromodel presented here is to consider the amplitude dependence caused by slew rate for the ac steady-state problem.
The emphasis of our macromodel is on frequency-domain
applications and not nonlinear transient operation where
good macromodels [ l]-[3] are already available. Our macromodel uses only the “buildup” technique and has been
developed to take the slew rate into account when the OA
is overdriven by a large input signal and when the output
voltage is a function of the input voltage and frequency.
The macromodel also considers the usual characteristics
of the OA, such as common mode rejection ratio, input
impedance, and voltage gain, all as functions
of
frequency, considering the first and second dominant
poles together with the output impedance inductor-like
behavior. One of the important applications of this OA
macromodel is in computing the dynamic range of active
filters, where a macromodel including most of the real
behavior is needed.
A description of the macromodel is given in Section II,
including the computation of component values for implementation of the model in a more general analysis
program. Section III deals with examples and a discussion
of the simulation programs including experimental results.
Conclusions and future work are presented in Section IV.

II.

A NONLINEAR

LARGE-SIGNAL

MACROMODEL

A four-stage model is developed for use with an ac
nodal analysis program capable of handling VCCS’s with
complex gain. A block diagram of the model is given in
Fig. 1. The model’s construction method is based on the
symmetrical case of the saturation characteristics of Fig. 2
where ]VIM,]=]~1~J=]VIMI’
and IIM,I=]lMzI=
IZM I. The input stage plays the role of modeling the
differential- and common-mode input impedance, Zih(w)
and Z&w),
respectively, as well as the common-mode
rejection ratio CMRR(w). The . first intermediate stage
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‘VZM(ZM) is the maximum voltage (current) to the second stage, not
to cause a distorted output voltage (current).
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Observe that CMRR(w)
expressed as

Fig. 1. Block diagram of the OA macromodel.

CMRR(w)

is frequency
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(2)

*
dependent

and is

CMRR,

=

(1+$--J

*

(3)

Since fcMRR
and Ric,,, are data obtained from the manufacturer’s specifications, then C,, can be computed as

Fig. 2.

Transfer

characteristics including saturation
the VCCS, IN of Fig. 3.

characteristics

of

The quantities Ip.dm and C,, determine the differential
input impedance Z,, and these are also provided by the
manufacturer. 4 is chosen such that
&

= Z,,R,

(5)

and
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into

account

I,,

= & 1 v,

VI=

V+-

V-+g,,J+Ri
Ri + Z,,

‘idme

circuit.

the slew-rate
characteristic
S,, as a
function of the input voltage T/I. This stage involves the
differential-mode
open-loop voltage gain A,, as well as
the low-frequency dominant pole wl. The saturation characteristics of the current source IN are shown in Fig. 2(a)
and serves to model the slew rate even when the OA is
overdriven by a large input signal voltage J?Z. In this last
case VI > VIM. This VI is computed by Fourier analysis
and the slope,2 g,,,, of Fig. 2(a), is modified adcordingly
(more details are provided later). The second intermediate
stage contains a unity gain connection with the first
intermediate stage and the high-frequency dominant pole
w2. Finally, the output stage includes the output impedance with its inductor-like
behavior and, in addition,
considers the output voltage limiter. The current limiter is
including in an earlier stage.
The proposed macromodel circuit is shown in Fig. 3. In
the first stage, the effect of a finite frequency-dependent
common-mode rejection ratio is referred to the input and
modeled by the VCCS, called I,,, where
takes

In our model, we chose 4 = 10 Q. Analysis of this first
stage gives the value of the internal differential voltage3
and the frequency dependence

(1)

Now, in the second stage, using the saturation
tics of Fig. 2(a) we have

(7)
and
for IVZIGVZM
for I VII > VIM.

(8)

Equation (8) involves both frequency and magnitude
variation and must be evaluated under two conditions
IVZI<VZM

(CO

(VZI>VZM.

(CII)

In the unsaturated case (CI) the
termined as follows.
Given S, and the maximum
Zo, stis, from the maximum output
provided by the manufacturer,
capacitor value C,. That is, since

parameters

can be de-

output current swing,4
voltage swing I V,, swingl
we can determine the

Z,, sting = ZM = S, C,

with
‘A piecewise-linear VCCS could be used to model the Z-V characteristic of Fig. 2(a) if more accuracy is desired.

characteris-

(9)

31n fact, for V+ = V-, VI is not zero but still a small offset voltage.
%. awing- I v + .,,,+,,sl/&,, where R. is the output resistance.
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then
c,+

(94

r
The lower dominant pole w, =2rfj
directly given by

dB is known, and R, is

1

R,=-

(10)

W IG *
The transconductance

value g,,,, is calculated from
g &=-.

&n
(11)
4

-0.d

VIM can be easily computed from
S
vzM=A=I-* dmwl

Fig. 4.

s Cl

(12)

gm2

For the saturation case (CII), distortion occurs. This is
shown pictorically in Fig. 2(b). A new value of g,, is
determined via Fourier analysis, this new value of g,,,,
includes not only the effects of the fundamental component but also those of the harmonics. W e now determine
the Fourier components, ZNi, of the current source IN. W e
have, in general,
1
INi=%

/

o

*‘IIN

sin (nut)

Nonlinear

characteristics of N,, N,, N5 versus 1VI/ VIMl

the symmetriccase.

(j = @ i= 0, (see Table I), we have
for (8,~--0)
otherwise.

and(s+8,2r-0)

Equation (13) can be written, in this case as
i=1,3,5;**

d(d),

i,n=0,1,2;-*.

(13)

i) Symmetric case: Same as (13) with i, n = 1,3,5, * + . .
By analogy from Fig. 2(b) for the current source I,,, and

for

.

(14)

Th e values of Ni(VZM/ VI) for the symmetric case are
given in column two of Table I and are shown plotted in
Fig. 4 as a function of 1VI/ VIMI.
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Fig. 6.
Fig. 5.

Saturation characteristics of IN when an OA is overdriven
large input signal.
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of the output nonlinear

resistor RN.

by a

where
In a similar fashion,
expressed as

the components

i= 1,3,5;

,
Therefore,
comes

the output

voltage

V out = A,,(

VI’ sin at) + A,,(

,

for VZ can be
** .

(15)

i=O, 1,2,3; * * .

Stage 3: Here the higher dominant pole? w2, is simulated
by R&, where R, serves to connect the previous stage by
unity gain with the restriction that R,<R,. Here

of this second stage be-

c3=-&
2

VI”’ sin 3wt)

+Ad,JVZ”

sin5wt)+-..

.

and so
IN = gym VI.

2

Stage 4: This models the output impedance with its inductor-like characteristics. The output impedance as well
as R0 can be obtained from the manufacturer. We have
immediately
R
OCW
L

o

or

LA.

(22)

This stage is connected by unity gain to stage 3 through
the VCCS gm4, which is frequency dependent and has the
value
1
g md= R, + jwL ’

(23)

(18)

Further simplifications
of (17) is given later. Next we
consider the more general case of nonsymmetry.
ii) Nonymmetric case: In this case we have a dc component as well as odd and even components. That is,
INi
is given by (13), and its analogous voltage is shown
in Fig. 2(b). The corresponding values of Ni are shown in
column one of Table I, where e2, 8, are defined. Also
observe that for this nonsymmetric
case, Vout for the
second stage becomes
VI’ sin wt) + Adntl( VI” cos 2wt)

1
g m3=-* R

(16)

(17)

+ A,,(

3

with R, and R, fixed. We also have

It should be pointed out that VI’, VI”‘, and VI” are not
only functions of the input voltage amplitude but also of
frequency in accordance with (6). A,,, A,,, and A,, are
the gains at w, 3w, and SW, respectively.
Note that IN is computed depending on conditions (CI)
or (CII). The effect on the saturation characteristics is
shown in Fig. 5, where for the fundamental component we
can observe a compression effect on gain which is equivalent to decreasing the slope g,,. Therefore, when 1VII >
I VIMI, the linear g,, becomes the nonlinear value g2,
which is given by

If,,,, = V, + A,,(

(19)

This stage considers the output voltage swing with RN [5],
whose limiting values can be. obtained from the manufacturer’s data 171. RN can be specified by

if I Voutl~m4 5, swingl
if I Voutl
> I-4 5, W ingI
where V,, swingis the maximum output voltage swing for
large-signal gain, i.e., I V,, stia] = 10 V [7]. The V-Z characte’ristic of the output nonlinear resistor RN is shown in
Fig. 6. Observe that both limitations on output voltage
and output current Z,, stig have been considered in our

VI”’ sin 3wt) + Ah4( VI’” cos 4wt)

+ Adm,( VZ” sin 54

+ ...

51n practice, for the 741 type, o, is approximately
MHZ.
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-
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-
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YIN

-

-
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-
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gm4 given

&l

by

h3
Eqn.

!A”

-

3. 162x1fi6mhos

-

0:l

‘mhos

(23)

lp

I I
VI

’

&

< 1.26

&

> 1.26.

(24)

I
I
The maximum error incurred when N,(m), as given in
Table I is substituted by (24), is less than 10 percent.
Observe also that this simple form of N,( -) permits us to
reduce the computational effort. Furthermore, from Fig.
4, we note that N3( *) is significantly smaller than N,( .)
and also significantly bigger than the rest of the harmonic
components.
When the third harmonic is considered, an iterative
scheme is required. A companion model of Z,(3wt) for
this harmonic is shown in Fig. 7 and obtained from a
truncated Taylor series [5] where
B2

m=

B 1= -2g,JZM/q
B2=

VIM’,

x=

"2

I-l

(x

k>2

I

VI.

6For instance, the transfer function, when V+ is grounded, is given by
2v

V-

y+-o=

Companion model of the third-harmonic
k is the iteration counter.

component of Z,(3wt).

79.5m”

model. Z, sti,,s was directly involved in (9) in the second
stage and V,, sting in this output stage. An alternative
method for the output limitations is to consider Z, Stig in
the output stage and V, stig in the second stage. ’
The transfer function6 of the model involves more than
two poles but basically exhibits two dominant poles.
For the case of an OA ~A741 the values of the macromodel are shown in Table II. Observe that in the nonlinear region gmz becomes g: as given in (17). The expression for gz can be simplified in the case when only the
fundamental component (symmetric case) is considered.
For this condition N,( VZM/ VZ) can be expressed simply
as

1.26E
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- gm, gm,R 1Wbn
(l+jwC,(R2+R3))(1+joR,Cl)(R,+Ri(l+joCi*Z$&J)

A stop criterion [5] for the computation of X is used,
i.e., ]Xk+’ - Xkl <e where e is a prescribed acceptable
error. Note that the third harmonic must be computed at
a frequency three times greater than the operating
frequency.
This companion model becomes specially useful when
the frequency of operation is lower than the second pole
of the OA, i.e., 3w < w2.
The assumption of the symmetry of IN of Fig. 2 is
acceptable in practice as shown in the following section.
This assumption dramatically reduces the complexity of
computation effort.
III.

RESULTS O F SIMULATION

AND EXPERIMENT

W e present in this section three illustrative examples
covering a wide range of applications.
i) Noninverting Configuration: The results of experiment
together with the simulation are shown in Fig. 8 and show
good agreement. Note that the results for the fundamental
component agree with Allen’s [8] with some variations
since our macromodel uses a higher dominant pole and
more real properties.
ii) Multiple-Feedback, Infinite Gain, Ban&m
Filter: In
order to further compare the response of the macromodel
with the experimental results, we designed the active filter
shown in Fig. 9 using our simulation instead of using the
conventional approximate formulas [9]. In the simulation,
the high central frequency, fO is 160 kHz. The OA employed exhibited the following parameters: oi = 2a x 5.182
rad/s, A, = 1.8 1 x lo’, and o2 = 2~ X 2.35 X lo6 rad/s.
The results of simulation and experiment are shown in
Fig. 10 where good agreement is seen. W e note the importance of accurate knowledge of the parameter values of
the OA especially in this range of frequencies where they
play a dominant role. To illustrate this we show in Fig. 11
the effect of different values of A,, wi, and o2 on the
frequency response of the active filter of Fig. 10. The
values used are as follows.
Case A:
w, = 2n x 6.283 rad/s,
w2 = 2a x 2.3 X lo6 rad/s,
A,=2.1

x 16.
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200
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response of the filter of Fig. 9 for different
parameter values of the OA.

experimental

Case B:
w,=2nx5.182rad/s,
w2 = 2~ x 2.3 x lo6 rad/s,
A,=1.81x10s.
Case C:
w, = 2n x 6.283 rad/s,
o2 = 297x 7.3 x IO6 rad/s,
A ,=2.1x

Fig. 9.

RC-active bandpass filter.

(dB)

(Vi” -2OmV)

)

Fig. 10.

Simulation

-

SIMULATION

.

EXPERIMENTAL

I
I50

and experimental

I
200

I(KHz)

results of the filter of Fig. 9,

16.

The rest of the parameter values are the same as those
given in Table II.
iii) An R-Active Filter: Finally, we present an example
involving two OA’s. This R-active filter [lo] is shown in
Fig. 12. The results of simulation and experiment shown
in Fig. 13 again agree well. The data for the 741A are
w,=2~5.182
rad/q wz=2.3x2mx
lo6 rad/s, and A,=
1.81 x ld, for the 741B w,=2~~6.283
rad/s, +=2.45X
257~ lo6 rad/s, and A, =2.1 X 105. The other parameter
values are as given in Table II. Our macromodel does not
include the hysteris effect under large-signal conditions
shown with dotted lines in Fig. 13. In the experimental
results shown in Fig. 14 this hysterisis effect is exhibited.
Curve 1 is obtained when the frequency is increased and
this curve can be simulated by our model. Curve 2 of Fig.
14 is obtained when the frequency decreases. Observe
from Figs. 13 and 14 that the jump frequency depends on
the amplitude of the input. In Fig. 15 we show a picture of
the experimental results, with an input signal of 0.8 V in
the lower part and the distorted output signal in upper
part, where the harmonics are added to the fundamental.
The threshold for this filter before distortion corresponds b
to an input signal of 0.005 V.
The small-signal part of the macromodel
has been
successfully implemented in an HP2 1OOA minicomputer
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Fig. 14. The hysterisiseffect showing the jump frequencyaround the
central frequencyof the filter of Fig. 12 versus input signal amplitude.

(KHz)

Fig. 13. Simulationand experimental results for different input signal
amplitudeswith the circuit of Fig. 12.

using sparse matrix techniques in a general linear
frequency analysis program, named CA0 II [ll]. The
computation time using this program for 72 frequency
points with 16 nodes in the R-active filter (example iii)
took 69 s.
The examples shown here were implemented for the
large-signal part of the model using small special-purpose
programs but not sparse matrix techniques. Computation
of the fundamental using conventional
solution techniques took 13 s for one frequency point, with the example iii). However, we should note that 88 percent of the
entries of the admittance matrix used are zeroes. To
compute the third harmonic for the noninverting configuration example took between 4 to 12 iterations.
IV.

CONCLUSIONS

AND

FUTURE WORK

W e have tackled the problem of developing an OA
macromodel that can properly simulate slew-rate effects
for the ac steady-state condition. This macromodel enables us to simulate the behavior of OA’s for different
frequencies with large input signals which is not possible
with other existing macromodels [12]. That is, the output

Fig. 15. An oscillogramof the experimental R-active filter.

signal depends on the amplitude of the input signal as well
as the frequency of operation.
The complexity of the macromodel proposed is small,
since it consists of only 12 passive elements, 3 linear
VCCS’s, and one nonlinear VCCS. This simplicity of the
macromodel together with the fact that only current
sources are employed makes the macromodel suitable for
CAD. Furthermore, the values of the parameters used in
the macromodel require knowledge of only the standard
manufacturer’s specifications [7].
Unfortunately, our macromodel makes no provision for
the following commonly observed effects:
a) variations of parameter values of the model versus
supply voltage, or temperature variations;
b) power dissipation [3];
c) charge saturation (hysterisis) when the OA is overdriven by a large input signal.
Research is continuing to include this macromodel into
a general nonlinear frequency analysis program and to
study its applications for the design of limiters, mixers,
detectors, and also to study the dynamic range of RCand R-active filters.
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Sufficient Conditions for the Nonexistence of
Lim it Cycles in Two-Dimensional
Digital. Filters
N. G. EL-AGIZI

AND

MOUSTAFA

Abstmct-The
stability of the two classes of two-dimensional
filters defined by

M. FAHMY,

SENIOR MEMBER, IEEE

digital

and

172: Xi+lj+l =Q~[ax~+l~l+Q,[bx~~+i]
is studled Here QR is the rounding operator, and fixed-point arithmetic is
used. Sufficient conditions for tbe stabiity of Fl and necasary and
suffldent conditions for the. stnbiltty of F2 are derived. For the more
gMt?ral case of higher order two-dlmens ional (2-D) digital filters,
suffident conditions for the nonexhnce
of separable ZD limit cycles BIP
derived by extending the resolts of clawen et of. [l].

I.

L

IMIT CYCLES in two-dimensional
(2-D) digital
filters have been considered before in [2]-[4]. Due to
the difficulties involved in studying limit cycles, the previous authors restricted their studies to specific cases of
first- , [2], and a special case of second- , [3], [4], order
sections. Here, we are going to consider the two classes of
2-D digital filters defined by
Fl:

xi+

1j+

1 =QR[uxi+,j+bxij+,+cxij]

and
F2’
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INTRODUCTION

xi+lj+l

=Q,[uxi+lj]+Q,[‘Xij+I]

where QR is the, rounding operator under fixed-point
arithmetic. The realizations of F 1 and F2 are shown in
Fig. 1. Two theorems are proved. Theorem 1 gives
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